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Ce document discute des consequences de 1'accident de Three Kile

Island sur la surete des reacteur? canaiiens et sur les ir.? uar.isir.es

de regleraentation de ees reacteurs. Les principes de surete des

reacteurs qui ont ete reveles ou corifinr.es par cet accident y sont

passes en revue. II se degage en conclusion que la surete des

reacteurs depend avant tout de 1'engagement ferine de toutes les

personnes travaillant dans les divers secteurs 3e I1Industrie

nucleaire a I'achevesient de ladite surett.
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ABSTRA:T

Tkti papct diiciiiiW the. •unptiaxtcer.i O(\ ti.i
accident cut Tfctee tUZe. UiaiuS on izacXcx iajtfi. and
LLcwtin$ In Canada. Reacto* ia^tiy piUndpLu
wtvitl; car. be. ZeaAncd it-ovn, 01 f i e teajt-iAmttf by,

the. ac.tu.dznf. ate izvlev-'td. It li cencXudcd ti-jit
liocto-i ta^eXy demands a iOm comitment to
bu ali then involved iw the. w.clsui.1 •Lnduifiij.

IKTR0DUCTION

Following the accident at Three Mile Island,two

•embers of the staff of the Atonic Energy Control

Board were taken from their normal duties and given

the task of reviewing the vast quantity of inform-

ation which was becoming available en the accident,

and of Baking recommendations on the implications

on the safety of CANDU reactors. This study result-

ed In a report by B.J. Pannell anj F.R. Campbell

(reference 1). and the technical content of my talk

to-day is based largely on that study. It Is not

By Intention to discuss all the details of the

report, but I will mention some of the highlights

and sake tome general observations of ny own.

Then have been aany studies of the Three Mile

Island accident, and a large number of technical

recommendations have been Bade to prevent Its

recurrence. This Is a natural result of an event:

which bad such a serious effect on the reactor and

ita fuel, and a major impact on the public,although

fortunately not In a medical sense. However, It is

important to examine not only the details of that

particular Incident, but also the general lessons

which can be learned from, or reaffirmed by the

accident, especially when consideration is being

given to the implications of the accident on a

reactor of a different type.

OPERATOR TRAINING

The most obvious lesson which car. be learned

frem the Three Mile Island accident is the itcjert-

ance of the plant operators to reactor safety. The

accident demonstrated the need for a well-organized

and thorough training program,covering not only

normal operation, but aiso abnormal and emergency

situations. My impression is that the training of

operators for such abnormal situations has been

better In this country than it appears to have been

for the operators at Three Mile Island. On the

other hand, Borne aspects of our operator training

have not met the standards which are applied in

other countries, t'or example,the use of simulators

in the training of control room operators has not

been mandatory in Canada.

One outcome of our study cf the accident is

that the AECB is reviewing the need for simulators

to improve the facilities for operator training.

This may result in a requirement that a suitable

simulator be available for each type of CANDU

reactor.

REACTOR OPERATION

One of the significant contributing factors at

Three Mile Itland was the fact that some plant

equipment was in a degraded condition prior to the

accident. For example, the fact that the pilot-

operated relief valve was leaking before the accid-

ent contributed to the failure to detect that it

was stuck open following the Initial transient.Also,

the releases of fission products were mainly due to

leakage from the waste gas hendllag system which

was impaired prior to the accident.

This suggests that careful attention should be

given to the extent of degradation which can be

permitted In an operating plane The safety analyst



is wasting his time if the plant is operated in a

condition such that the inputs to his analysis are

wrong. This does not mean that the plant must be

shut down every time a minor piece of equipmc .:

requires maintenance. However, it does imply that

an envelope should be dravn, consistent with the

safety analyses, within which Che plant would be

required to operate. This has been done in the

past for special safety systems,and the AECB will

be giving more attention in future to ensuring that

it is done for all safety-related equipment.

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION TO OPERATORS

It is possible to consider the Three Mile

Island accident as an event caused entirely by

operator error, because all the Information needed

by the operators to make the correct decisions vas

available. However, this is an oversimplification,

as the designer must have a responsibility to make

the design tolerant to operator errors, and to sake

sure that the necessary information is not only

available, but is available in a clear and under-

standable form. If the position indicator on the

relief valve had thorn the actual position rather

than the demanded position, It is likely that the

problem would have been corrected without serious

consequences.

There have been several problems in CANDU

reactors caused by poor presentation of information

to operators. For example, at Pickering 'A', the

original design of the annunciation system vas not

adequate for upset conditions. More recently,at

Bruce 'A', a aerious impairment of a shutdown

system was not detected for several shifts,largely

because the Indication of an unsafe,off-scale trip

aetpoint was almost Indistinguishable from that of

the correct trip setpoint.

The Three Mile Island accident emphasizes what

ahould always have been apparent, namely that it Is

Important to give very careful attention to pre-

sentation of accurate Information to the operator

In a clear, understandable form.

BEAT SINKS

Hhlle the Initiating event at Three Mile Island

was a loss of feedwater supplies to the •team

generators, this was not the fundamental cause of

the accident, nevertheless, the accident did re-

afflm the Importance of the design and operation

of heat sinks in power reactors, since the

basic error made by the operators was allowing there-

selves to be distracted froii what should be their

Bost important task following any reactor shutdovr.,

namely ensuring that there Is an adequate heat sink

for the decay heat.

The importance of heat sinks was of course

recognized before the Three Mile Island accident.

Indeed, it was a major licensing issue on the Bruce

'A' plant, and several changes to the design vert

required at that time. However, the accident at

Three Mile Island emphasizes the importance of

ensuring that there are reliable, effective, and

testable emergency heat sinks available at all

times, and the Atomic Energy Control Board will

continue to give very careful attention to this

aspect of reactor design.

CONTAINMENT

The safety feature at Three Mile Island which

was most effective in preventing a large release of

radioactive material was the containment system.

On the other hand, the releases which did occur

were largely due to failures of containment through

unrecognized paths and leaking equipment. The

accident therefore reaffirms the importance of

containment as the last engineered line of defence,

and the need to be very thorough in eliminating

possible breaches or bypasses of containment.

A licensing document has now been prepared by

AECB Btaff to specify appropriate standards for

design, operation, and testing of containment

aystems. This document demands a more rigorous

approach to ensuring that there are no unidentified

weaknesses In the containment envelope, and regular

testing to make sure that the Integrity of contain-

ment 1B maintained.

SAFETY ANALYSES

Safety analyses In the past have generally been

done In a conservative way,taking credit only for

highly reliable safety equipment and conservatively

assuming that le&<s reliable equipment cannot be

credited with mitigating the consequences of a

postulated accident. The rationale for this Is

that the analysis Bust ahov that public safety

does not depend on unreliable equipment. There is

no point in building very reliable and redundant

safety aystems if they can be made Ineffective by



failure of a single piece of equipment which is not

built to high standards.

However, this approach can lead to the safety

analyses giving a very distorted picture of an

accident, with predictions being totally different

from what would occur in a real situation. The

Three Mile Island accident demonstrates this,since

in the analysis of a loss of feedvater it was

conservatively assumed that the pilot-operated

relief valve failed to open, and no consideration

was then given to its failure to close. It is nov

obvious that failure to open is not always the

conservative assumption.

Clearly there is a need to develop methods for

analyzing postulated accidents which will give a

reasonable prediction of the most likely sequence

of events, and also demonstrate that the equipment

necessary for protection of the public is suffi-

ciently reliable. The AECB has been examining this

problem, and attempting to define an appropriate

set of principles which would achieve this. Ve

have also asked the analysts themselves to define

suitable principles.

A further point relating to safety analyses is

that the Three Mile Island accident has shown the

importance of giving consideration to the long-

term reliability, maintenance, and accessibility

of equipment which must continue to operate follow-

ing an accident. This is of particular Importance

In aome CANDU reactors in which piping, In areas

outside containment which are normally accessible,

could contain significant quantities of radio-

active material following an accident.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

If the nuclear industry In the United States

had had a systematic program for evaluating exper-

ience In operating reactors prior to the Three Mile

Island accident, changes Might have been made

following previous Incidents such as the one at

the Davla-Besse plant In 1977,and the Three Mile

Island accident might have been avoided. The

accident clearly demonstrates the necessity for

ensuring that events which occur In operating

reactors are carefully evaluated, and that the

lessons to be learned are communicated to other

operators and fed back Into the design process

for future reactors.

Since the accident, the nuclear industry in the

United States has established a large prograr fcr

reviewing operating experiences. Some excellent

work has also been done by Ontario Hydro in evalu-

ating event reports and feeding back information

and recommendations. However, there is still

evidence that many designers, safety analysts, and

operators in this country are unaware of mar.y of

the important safety-related events which have

occurred in CAKDL' nuclear power stations. Comcuni-

cation is a two-way process, and it is the respons-

ibility of all those who are involved in tht vari-

ous aspects of reactor safety to keep informed

about safety-related incidents and their implicat-

ions. It is also important to make sure that the

feedback of information is not inhibited by organ-

izational, provincial, or international boundaries.

We can take advantage of knowledge gained from

operational experiences only if the events are

thoroughly reviewed to derive the important inform-

ation, and if there is a good communication system

to make sure that the Information is fed back to

people Involved in all aspects of nuclear safety.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

One of the important points raised by the

report of the Kemeny Commission related to atti-

tudes and practices within the nuclear Industry in

the United States. The attitude which concerned

the Commission was that satisfaction of regulatory

requirements was equated with safety. Plant owners

did not appear to be fulfilling their responsibil-

ity to satisfy themselves that proper standards of

safety were met, but took the attitude that, if

all NRC standards were met, a plant oust be safe.

Clearly,there are many conscientious and dedi-

cated people In all areas of the nuclear industry

who take a responsible attitude to reactor safety.

Nevertheless, the record shows that there have

been occasions in Canada where Important safety

problems have not been dealt with expedltlously

until the AECB demanded that action be taken.

It is not clear precisely when It became

apparent that low pressure emergency cooling syst-

ems were not nearly as effective as they were

supposed to be. It was perhaps a gradual realiz-

ation starting in the early 1970's. However,

nobody took the initiative to re-examine the



effectiveness of emergency cooling systems in

existing plants until the AECB demanded a re-exam-

lnation in 1976. Equally, no actior. was taken to

•ake changes to Improve the systems In existing

plants, or to design more effective systems,

until the AECB made it a requirement that this be

done.

Another example, also related to emergency

cooling systems, is the emergency cooling recovery

system at Bruce 'A', which did not have a heat

exchanger to reject the heat removed from the core,

until it was made a requirement by the AECB.

It is interesting to note that one of the

recommendations of the Kemeny Commission is very

•imilar to one of the recommendations of the Ont-

ario Royal Commission on Electric Power Planning.

"IhiB iB the Tecomneiulitloii that each nuclear povey

plant company have a separate safety group, Indep-

endent from the design organization,that reports

to high-level management. In my view, this Is an

excellent suggestion, not only for utilities but

also for consultants involved in nuclear design.

It is important to have people Inside an organiza-

tion whose prime responsibility is to determine

what is necessary to make reactors safe,rather

than what is necessary to obtain a licence.

Perhaps the most important lessons to be learn-

ed from the accident at Three Mile Island are that

tht responsibility for reactor safety must rest

with the owners and designers of the reactor,and

that safety cannot be achieved merely by meeting

regulatory requirements.

CONCLUSION

The accident at Three Mile Island has dencr:-

strated that the safety of nuclear reactors is net

only dependent on the type of reactor or the major

safety features inherent in the design. It has

shown that safety depends on good design, a sound

operating organization, and most of all a firr.

commitment to Bafety by all those involved in the

design, operation and regulation of nuclear react-

ors.
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